Project Title: Edit INSTA.RANK.PERCENT

Sponsor or Approver: Peg Julius

Contact Information: Financial Aid 205KH, ext. 1274

Project Description and Scope: We need to be able to edit INSTA.RANK.PERCENT on the INAT screen. When we converted transfer credits, a GPA-critical number was stored there. We didn't know we would need to edit so often, so the fact that the field wasn't editable onscreen didn't matter. (The field is only editable if the institution is a high school.) Now we have two tasks, listed below, that make this need urgent. 1 - Students who have completed a Bachelor’s degree at another institution, but are working on an Associate Degree in a different field of study here, are given a block of gen educ credits from their bachelor's degree. Currently, the transfer courses would create a GPA only if each course is equated to a Kirkwood course on EXTS. We would like to avoid equating every course and be able to record just the total GPA credits and the cum gpa from the incoming transcript, so Colleague will put the transfer GPA on the student's degree audit and transcript. 2 - When a student's external transcript is re-evaluated, we need to remove 3 pieces of information from their INSTITUTIONS.ATTEND record for that institution. One of the pieces is INSTA.RANK.PERCENT. Currently, we run a paragraph thru XNRP. XNRP was created as a temporary solution, and may not work with R18. Also, XNRP is sometimes forgotten, which adversely affects the student's GPA. If we could remove the data on the same screen where the other 2 pieces "live", we could better protect the GPA's integrity.

Most Important Requirements:

Colleague Module: Student

Additional Information: pneumonic – INAT
  fields - INSTA.RANK.PERCENT

People or Departments Impacted:

Project Dependencies: Project Risks:

Additional Notes: